Abstract

The type of research used in this research is normative legal research. So, in fact, the principle of proportionality is an alternative solution for electronic brand rights holders (e-commerce), which provides legal protection based on the first to file principle system given to registered trademark rights holders who have good intentions, are preventive or repressive. On the other hand, it’s necessary to guarantee legal certainty to be able to provide accountability when there are ties or agreements in electronic business transactions in the field of trade and other trading businesses, so as to guarantee a sense of security and comfort in investing and doing business in the world of digitalization and e-commerce.
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Introduction

In this era of free trade, there are two things related to consumers. First, consumers benefit because with this free trade, the flow of goods in and out becomes smoother and not hampered by regional or country boundaries. (Hotana, 2018) Therefore, consumers have more choices in determining various needs, whether in the form of goods or services, in terms of types and kinds of goods, quality, brand and price. Second, the position of consumers in developing countries is disadvantaged, this is due to weak supervision in the field of standardization of the quality of goods, weak legislation products. (Susanto, 2020)

Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 19 of 2016 concerning Information and Electronic Transactions (Law No. 19-2016) especially in Article 1 number 2, it’s stated that Electronic Transactions are: “Legal acts carried out using computers, computer networks or other electronic media, buying and selling transactions electronically is one of the embodiments of the above provisions”. Business actors who offer goods or services electronically are required to provide complete and correct information regarding contract terms, producers and products. (Purwanto, n.d.) This is in line with Article 17 paragraphs (1) and (2) of Law No. 19-2016 related to electronic contracts in electronic business transactions in the field of commerce and of course in the form of commercialization of electronic business trade confirms that electronic contracts in electronic transactions must have the same legal force as conventional contracts. (Sugianto et al., 2021) Therefore, the electronic contract must also bind the parties as stated in
Article 18 Paragraph (1) of Law no.19-2016 states that electronic transactions as outlined in electronic contracts are binding on the parties.

If you have seen normatively on ITE laws and regulations, it’s also necessary to pay attention to the legal protection of trademark rights holders through e-commerce electronic business trading, so that it’s not only a matter of brand objects that need to be protected, the rights of brand holders and how when the holder of the right to the brand through e-commerce trading based on electronic business transactions can be held corporate (company) accountability and individual or personal liability. However, this special right is monopoly, meaning that the right can only be exercised by the owner of the mark. Without the permission of the trademark owner, other people may not use the special rights. If there are other parties who use the special rights without the permission of the owner of the trademark rights, then there has been a violation that can be subject to certain sanctions. (Yunianto & Michael, 2021)

A new problem arises when the holder of the right to the mark is used by individuals in order to conduct marketing through electronic commerce (e-commerce) and electronic business transactions without a certain agreement or permit. This can include issues related to unlawful acts by using the mark without the permission of another person (the trademark holder) and without a written agreement stating that it’s permissible to use the mark to be marketed through social media or electronic business transactions, and the brand holder can take responsibility for all legal actions committed by individuals as stipulated in the Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 20 of 2016 concerning Marks and Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 19 of 2016 concerning Information and Electronic Transactions.

**Research Method**
The type of research used in this research is normative legal research. (Abdul Kadir, 2015)

**Results and Discussion**

**Legal Protection for Electronic Brand Rights Holders (E-Commerce) Against Commercialization of Individual Trade Acts in Electronic Business Transactions**

Talking about Intellectual Property Rights (IPR / HaKI), especially discussing brand issues, of course it becomes interesting when there are legal actions or actions both individuals and partnerships such as brand counterfeiting, signs and symbols on the brand are exactly the same as the original, so that in the end it can be said as an act against law in business activities, especially in the field of intellectual property rights. Another thing can happen when in today's era of digitalization which is growing forward in Indonesia as one of the goals to gain profits through business activities using electronic business transactions in the trade sector by registering trademarks with the Directorate General of Intellectual Property Rights. As a good citizen, of course, the holder of the right to the mark is first recognized by the state and given special rights to be recognized by the state as the holder of the mark and when there is an exact same mark, there must be permission from the holder of the first mark or royalties for marketing the mark.

Trademark legal protection granted to foreign or local, well-known or unknown marks is only granted to registered marks. For this reason, every brand owner is expected to register his trademark with the Directorate General of Intellectual Property Rights in order to obtain legal protection for his trademark. A registered mark is protected by law for a period of 10 (ten) years and is retroactive from the date of receipt of the application for the mark in question. At the request of the trademark owner, the period of protection of the registered mark may be extended each time for the same period. Legal protection based on the *first to file principle* system is given to registered trademark rights holders who have good intentions, are preventive or repressive. Preventive legal protection is carried out through trademark registration, and repressive legal protection is provided in the event of a trademark infringement through civil lawsuits or criminal charges by reducing the possibility of alternative settlements outside the court. (Riyanto et al., 2020)

_E-commerce_ transactions involve several parties, either directly or indirectly involved, depending on the complexity of the transactions carried out. This means whether all transaction processes are carried out _online_ or only a few stages are carried out _online_. If all transactions are carried out _online_, starting from the transaction process to payment.(Tjandra, 2020)

According to Mariam Darus Badrulzaman, the parties to an electronic trading contract are as follows: 1) _Internet service provider_ (ISP) and 2) Developer (_intellectual agent_) is a business actor who enters into e-contracts directly with ISPs. (Bakarbessy, n.d.)

The legal basic for _e-commerce_ is regulated in Law Number 19 of 2016 concerning Electronic Information and Transactions. In this provision there is an acknowledgment of electronic documents and electronic systems contained in the provisions of Article 1 points 4 and 5. So _e-commerce_ transactions are also one of the agreement activities carried out in conventional trade, but the agreement used in _e-commerce_ is an agreement between the parties made through an electronic system or called an electronic contract. This is confirmed by the provisions of Article 1 number 17 of Law Number 19 of 2016 concerning Electronic Information and Transactions, that: Electronic Contracts are agreements between parties made through Electronic Systems.

According to Yudha Hernoko, accountability is the obligation to bear the burden of compensation as a result of a default or unlawful act. In principle, liability is attached to the guilty party or the party who bears the risk as a result of default or unlawful acts. (Kwilinski et al., 2019)

The existence of an agreement creates an obligation to perform an achievement. If they don’t carry out their obligations, not because of coercive circumstances, then it’s considered a default or breaking a promise. Default comes from the agreement and is desired by the parties. Regarding the forms of default, it’s divided into 4 (four), namely not fulfilling achievements at all, being late in fulfilling achievements, fulfilling achievements not as promised or doing something that should not be carried out. (Smith & Urbas, 2021)

Several things happen when individuals who violate _e-commerce_ in electronic business transactions usually occur when: (1) Payments made by buyers in _e-commerce_ business transactions occur if both parties have agreed on the goods to be purchased, then the buyer is required first make payments to sellers; (2) The seller in fulfilling his performance exceeds the previously agreed time, so that the buyer suffers a loss due to the delay in delivery, because the value of the ordered goods has been lost; (3) In buying and selling through electronic media, the buyer doesn’t know the condition of the goods being offered, only knows the condition or condition of the goods from the seller's explanation because the buyer only sees pictures and doesn’t see directly and (4) Every time you place an order for goods as an initial condition for ordering, provide complete identity information of the buyer, while the seller is obliged to keep and use it properly. If the seller commits an act of misuse of the buyer's identity in this case the dissemination of personal information, it can harm the buyer even more so for credit card information. (Bloch-Wehba, 2019)

**Conclusion**

So, in fact, the principle of proportionality is an alternative solution for electronic brand rights holders (e-commerce), which provides legal protection based on the _first to file principle_ system given to registered trademark rights holders who have good intentions, are preventive or repressive. On the other hand, it’s necessary to guarantee legal certainty to be able to provide accountability when there are ties or agreements in electronic business transactions in the field of trade and other trading businesses, so as to guarantee a sense of security and comfort in investing and doing business in the world of digitalization and e-commerce.
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